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Thumb Hole
Design…

Adds extra layer of
protection, while
increasing comfort

Green Leaf Medical Solutions, LLC…
- Is committed to creating, and providing the highest quality REUSABLE,

washable isolation gowns (ANSI/AAMI PB70 level 2) available.
- Is DETERMINED to reduce the impact on the environment by the

healthcare system’s use, and waste, of single-use (disposable) wearables.

EZ-Use
Technology…

First EZ-USE on-off
design ever in a
reusable IG.

The impact that hospital systems have on
the environment is at critical mass…
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IMPLEMENTATION AND TRAINING

EZ USE DESIGN

REUSABLE UP TO 50X

2 days Included with
all orders over 10,000

The first and only EZUSE on and off design,
preferred by Nurses,
MDs and staff

Massive cost savings
vs. disposables,
paying for itself in as
little as 8 uses

Eliminates
Shortages…

Always have a fresh
surplus of gowns at
your disposal.
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It has been reported from the Ontario Hospital
Association, that single use, or disposable products used
in the healthcare system, make up more than 1% of the
total landfill mass in North America each year.
Hospitals produce more than 5 million tons of waste
each year - that is about 29 pounds of waste per bed per
day. An estimated 25% of the waste generated by a
hospital is plastic. (Lee, Byeong-Kyu, Michael and
Moure-Eraso, Rafael (2002). Analyses of the recycling
potential of medical plastic wastes. Waste management
(New York, N.Y.). 22. 461-70.)

Perceived cost savings is
often the reason why disposables are used…
In many cases, however, disposables are more expensive in the long run. Yet, the lower upfront costs can make them
enticing for procurement managers, tasked with saving money over a specific time period.

“Green Leaf Medical Solutions helps reduce waste while
reducing cost simultaneously”

GREEN LEAF MEDICAL SOLUTIONS OFFERS:

1. The first and only “EZ USE” design, increasing wearability and ease of the on/off procedure.
2. Reduction of waste with reusable, washable material. Up to 50 uses per garment.
3. Decrease in cost per use; as low as .50 cents per use vs. circa $2.00-$4.00 per use with disposable
comparatives, in recent cases, even higher.
4. Drastically decreases stressful product shortages; always have a surplus waiting on the demands of
the day. With 100% American made confidence.
5. Up to 2 full days of implementation and training, to ensure that hospital staff and healthcare
professionals are competent in the use of Green Leaf Medical Solutions EZ USE gowns (limited to
orders 10,000 and over).
6. Direct shipments to multiple locations for larger healthcare systems with
more than 1 location.
7. Piece of mind knowing that you are saving money, while helping reduce
your facility’s impact on the environment.

Call, text or email for pricing, specifics and availability:
Michael J. Benko
843.934.8700
mbenko@greenleafmedicalsolutions.com
www.greenleafmedsolutions.com

